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Who is Esgian?
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Simplicity Integrity

Transparency Trust

The offshore Wind Team’s brand promise

Our heritage includes Bassoe 
Offshore, Bassoe Analytics and 
ODS-Petrodata. From these 
knowledge houses Esgian 
emerged. Esgian is an 
independent market intelligence 
company providing data and 
insight to the ocean industries. 



We enable action through high-quality data and analytics
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Granular market data coverage of 
the offshore wind value chain

WindAnalytics

Quantitative tool to perform project 
specific emissions modeling and analysis

GreenpactWind



Greenpact Wind 
 
Prove how green you are!
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Manufacturing - CO2 by category

0 % 25 % 50 % 75 % 100 %
Nacelle Blades Tower FoundaQon SubstaQon
FloaQng Export Cables Array Cables

Manufacturing - CO2 by material

0 % 25 % 50 % 75 % 100 %

Glass fiber-reinforced polymer (GFRP) Steel (Unalloyed/low alloyed); Global
Steel (Highly alloyed steel); Global Cast iron; Global
Concrete; Global Aluminium; Global
Copper; Global

Source: Esgian GreenPactWind
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The global perspective  

What’s going on? 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Countries are stacking up project pipelines to meet 2030 offshore 
wind targets, and yet-to-be known additions to come 
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…but high uncertainty around target delivery as many countries in 
same region rely on project completions in 2030
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The Norwegian perspective  

Could offshore wind be the new 
oil? 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“We have done it before, we can do it again”
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Norway off to a slow start. Could we end up winning the race?

15 selected countries: Yet-to-be-known projects cannot be pushed beyond 2030 if countries are to meet climate targets
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…the classical New Year’s resolution?



Norwegian suppliers’ two 
choices:  
wait  
or  
go for it. 
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Strong oil and gas legacy

Location! Location! Location!

Politics

Suppliers should act now in order to be well 
positioned to  take advantage of a firm 
contract pipeline in the future.



Thank you!
Susanne Starheim-Grøtter 
Business Development Manager Offshore Wind 
Susanne.Starheim-Grøtter@esgian.com

Contact us to learn 
more:


